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Abstract 9

Substitution rate defines the fundamental timescale of molecular evolution which often varies in 10

a species-specific manner. However, it is unknown under what conditions lineage-specific rates can 11

be preserved between natural populations with frequent hybridization. Here, we show in a hybrid 12

zone between two butterflies Papilio syfanius and Papilio maackii that genome-wide barriers to gene 13

flow can effectively separate different rates of molecular evolution in linked regions. The increased 14

substitution rate in the lowland lineage can be largely explained by temperature-induced changes 15

to the spontaneous mutation rate. A novel method based on entropy is developed to test for the 16

existence of barrier loci using a minimal number of samples from the hybrid zone, a robust framework 17

when system complexity far exceeds sample information. Overall, our results suggest that during 18

the process of speciation, the separation of substitution rates can occur locally in the genome in 19

parallel to the separation of gene pools. 20

I. INTRODUCTION 21

The rate of DNA sequence evolution is a critical parameter in evolutionary analysis. Both molecular 22

phylogenetics and coalescent theory rely on observed mutations to reconstruct gene genealogies [1, 2], 23

and so the rate of substitution is the predominant link from molecular data to information about the 24

timing of past events [3]. Different species may have different rates of molecular evolution: generation 25

time, the rate of spontaneous mutation, and the fixation probabilities of new mutations are three 26

major factors determining the overall substitution rate in a species [4, 5]. Within a single species, a 27

constant rate of mutation is often assumed across different populations, but recent data suggest that 28

both mutation rates and mutation types can vary in a population-specific manner even within a single 29

species [6]. 30

On the other hand, differences in population-specific substitution rates may be difficult to detect, 31

for gene flow and recombination between populations homogenize genomes and erode the signal. In 32

an extreme scenario of a well-connected species, even if a particular population has an altered rate 33

of evolution, its effect may quickly propagate elsewhere so that the entire species shares a single, 34

average rate of molecular evolution. Between the regime of a panmictic species with a shared rate and 35

the regime of two separated species with lineage-specific rates, lies a transitional regime of incipient 36
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species. Incipient species are lineages with significant levels of divergence, which are still capable37

of hybridization [7]. Notably, hybridization between incipient species often reveals an inhomogeneous38

landscape of genomic divergence due to reduced gene flow around loci resistant to hybridization (“barrier39

loci”) [8]. What is the general picture of the rate of molecular evolution in this transitional regime?40

Under what conditions can lineage-specific rates be preserved despite hybridization? We propose a41

putative mechanism of the rate preservation, in which substitution rates will diverge only near linked42

regions of barrier loci, while they will mix in other parts of the genome.43

The proposed mechanism of partial preservation of lineage-specific rates is tested on a hybrid zone44

between two recently diverged butterflies Papilio syfanius and Papilio maackii. The highland lineage45

P. syfanius forms a hybrid zone with the lowland lineage P. maackii throughout the eastern part of46

the Hengduan Mountains (China). Existing phylogenies based on a mitochondrial gene and a nuclear47

gene cannot distinguish the two lineages [9], but they are strongly diverged in multiple ecological traits48

[10] (Fig. S6-S7, Table S4). We first present a new method based on entropy to test for the existence49

of barrier loci which is valid even for a very small number of samples from the hybrid zone. Using this50

new method, we recovered a disproportionately high contribution of sex chromosomes in forming gene51

flow barriers (the large-Z effect) [11], and we also find significant evidence supporting the existence of52

barrier loci across the autosomes. We then show how different substitution rates between hybridizing53

lineages are preserved via genetic linkage to barrier loci across the genome. Finally, we discuss possible54

contributions of generation time and temperature to the divergent substitution rates in the butterfly55

system.56

II. RESULTS57

A correlation test for the existence of genetic barriers to gene flow58
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Figure 1: Analysis of entropy in hybrid genomes. (A) A demonstration of the relationship between the density
of barrier loci and the randomness of ancestry configurations in three hybrid chromosomes. (B) The complex
representation of diploid ancestry, where three ancestry states correspond to three phases of a unit complex
phasor.

Most methods for detecting barrier loci require large sample sizes. There is a trade-off between the59

number of samples and the quality of genetic markers, so that only a small number of samples can be60

processed if the entire genome has to be sequenced with a dense distribution of markers. Moreover,61

there are many species, either endangered or difficult to collect, that cannot be captured in hundreds62

of individuals for analysis. We here develop a robust method to test for the existence of barrier loci63
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under limited sampling, though at the expense of lacking the ability to identify them individually. The 64

principle of the test is summarized below, and the mathematical detail is discussed in Supplementary 65

Information Section 1. 66

Consider two diverging populations coming into secondary contact. Away from the hybrid zone, the 67

reduction of gene flow due to barrier loci will preserve sequence divergence between populations, causing 68

islands of genomic differentiation [12]. Near the hybrid zone, barrier loci tend to increase the length 69

of so-called ancestry blocks (contiguous blocks of DNA with the same ancestry) [13]. The latter effect 70

is attributed both to elevated linkage disequilibrium between barrier loci from the selection-migration 71

balance [14, 15], and to the enrichment of a particular ancestry compared to the rest of the genome 72

via linked selection [16, 17]. In other words, barrier loci decrease the randomness of the ancestry 73

configuration in linked regions. The logic of the test is that if the genomic pattern of divergence is 74

caused by barrier loci, the randomness of ancestry in hybrid individuals should co-vary with divergence 75

between parental populations across the genome. If elevated divergence between parental populations 76

is not caused by barrier loci, such correlation will disappear. 77

To directly measure the randomness of ancestries on a set of hybrid individuals in a given genomic 78

region, we borrow the concept of entropy from information theory and signal processing. Entropy is a 79

natural measure of the spread of a distribution over its all possible configurations. With recombination, 80

parental sequences will mix randomly in the hybrid zone and create all kinds of new sequences of mixed 81

ancestry. In other words, hybrid individuals can be found at many points in the space of all possible 82

sequences of distinct ancestries, which is associated with high entropy [18]. With barriers to gene flow 83

or any other structural restrictions to recombination, only a fraction of the entire sequence space is 84

accessible, and the entropy will be low (Fig. 1A). We provide two complementary entropy measures, Sw 85

and Sb, which capture the within-sample and between-sample randomness of ancestry from a complex- 86

valued representation of ancestry signals (Fig. 1B). Overall, this method can be applied to a small 87

number of unphased or phased hybrid individuals with estimated local ancestry blocks, along with 88

samples from parental populations, to test for the existence of barrier loci. As a conservative test, it 89

only responds to a sufficiently large number of barrier loci, and simulation shows that its false-positive 90

rate is low (Fig. S2). 91

The prevalence of barrier loci between P. syfanius and P. maackii 92

We sampled 11 individuals from a transect covering both parental and hybrid populations between P. 93

syfanius and P. maackii (Fig. 2A), and re-sequenced their genomes to an average coverage of 25×. The 94

phylogeny of the assembled mitochondria re-affirms the previous finding that they are indistinguishable 95

at the mitochondrial level (Fig. 2B). Genomic reads were mapped to the chromosomes of a previously 96

assembled genome from a closely related species Papilio bianor [19], and unphased SNPs were used in 97

subsequent analyses. 98

The entire sex (Z) chromosome stands out as a strong, integrated barrier to gene flow. Between 99

the two parental populations (XY, KM), the relative divergence on the Z chromosome is strong (mean 100

FST : 0.2∼0.4 on autosomes, and 0.78 on the Z chromosome, Fig. 2C), but the absolute divergence is 101

weak (∼1% on autosomes and ∼1.5% on the Z chromosome, Fig. S14). Thus, the extreme FST on the Z 102

chromosome is primarily caused by the chromosome’s negligible genetic diversity and elevated sequence 103

divergence between parental populations. In two hybrid populations, Z chromosomes are either fixed 104

for the ancestry of either lineage, or show the signal of very recent hybridization (Fig. 2D). Together, 105

the Z chromosome behaves as an integrated unit resistant to gene flow across the hybrid zone. 106
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Figure 2: Structure of the hybrid zone between P. syfanius and P. maackii. (A) The transect covers five
populations and a range of elevations with different climates. (B) The two lineages are indistinguishable in
the mitochondrial tree. (C) FST distributions along 29 autosomes and the Z chromosome between populations
KM and XY, calculated on 50kb windows. The inset shows the distribution density of FST . (D) The mean
autocorrelation of each hybrid chromosome plotted against its hybrid index. Purple: population WN. Green:
population BJ. Grey: isoclines of ancestry-inbreeding coefficients (Eq. 4). A positive ancestry-inbreeding coeffi-
cient implies excessive homozygosity in ancestry, which is the result of identity-by-descent from recent ancestors.
A negative ancestry-inbreeding coefficient implies very recent hybridization, which produces excessive heterozy-
gosity in ancestry. (E) The relationship between entropy in population WN and FST between populations (KM,
XY). The significance of negative correlation is marked by asterisks. Two asterisks: Z-score> 5. One asterisk:
3 < Z-score< 5. The black triangle on the vertical axis represents the theoretical maximum of Sb among 4
individuals.
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Contrary to the Z chromosome, most autosomes in the hybrid populations show a strong signal 107

of inbreeding. The highland hybrid population (WN) has an inbreeding coefficient ∼ 0.25 for most 108

autosomes, while some autosomes of the lowland hybrid population (BJ) have inbreeding coefficients 109

larger than 0.5 (Fig. 2D). The lack of heterozygous ancestries within individuals indicates a very small 110

breeding size in both localities. It is consistent with the field observation that the spatial distribution 111

of this species is highly fragmented. 112

To test if major FST peaks across the genome are statistically associated with barrier loci, we divided 113

each chromosome into 1, 10 or 20 segments, and computed both entropy measures Sw and Sb on the an- 114

cestry signal estimated for each segment in individuals from the highland hybrid population (WN). The 115

presence of barrier loci is indicated by a significantly negative Pearson’s correlation coefficient between 116

(Sw, FST ), or between (Sb, FST ), where FST is calculated for the corresponding segments between the 117

parental populations (XY, KM). We found that the correlation is always significantly negative for every 118

choice of segment numbers (Fig. 2E), and is also significant if the Z chromosome is removed from the 119

analysis, or if the local ancestry is estimated with different spatial resolutions (Fig. S18, Table S5-S6). 120

Thus, there is strong evidence that the variation of FST is driven by the variation of barrier effect 121

across the genome, and major FST peaks on the autosomes are indeed associated statistically with real 122

barrier loci. 123

The preservation of lineage-specific substitution rates 124

Using three closely related species P. bianor, P.dialis and P. arcturus occupying different elevations 125

as outgroups (Fig. 2B), we found that derived single-nucleotide variants accumulate more in the lowland 126

lineage P. maackii across both synonymous sites and nonsynonymous sites. Using the three-population 127

D3 statistic [20], the bias is significant and invariant regardless of the outgroup species (Fig. 3A, 128

Fig. S19). At least three hypotheses could explain the bias. Firstly, hybridization between all the 129

outgroups and the highland P. syfanius might create asymmetric allele sharing and reduce the branch 130

length leading to P. syfanius. Secondly, systematically greater gene copy number in the highland P. 131

syfanius might suppress the call of a derived single-nucleotide variant in that lineage, because multiple 132

copies of a gene decreases the genotype likelihood when they are all mapped to a single copy in the 133

reference genome. Thirdly, the bias can simply be the result of increased substitution rates in the 134

lowland P. maackii. 135

The four-population D4 statistic (ABBA-BABA test) was used to infer the pattern of gene flow 136

among the five species and test the first hypothesis [21]. A significantly non-zeroD4 implies the existence 137

of gene flow. We found that a weak amount of gene flow most likely occurred between lineages from the 138

same altitude: P. syfanius with P. arcturus (sympatric in highland), and/or P. maackii with P. dialis 139

& P. bianor (sympatric in lowland) (Table S7, Fig. S20). Although we could not fit specific models of 140

gene flow from D4, gene flow between aforementioned lineages only produce non-negative D3 when the 141

outgroup is chosen between P. bianor and P. dialis (Supplementary Information Section 10), which 142

contradicts observed negative D3 statistics (Fig. 3A). The first hypothesis is thus disproved. To rule out 143

the second hypothesis, note that we have already filtered out sites with excessive coverage or outside 144

annotated genes prior to calculating the D3 statistic, and the coverage for the rest of the sites showed 145

no systematic increase of copy number in the highland species (Table S8-S9). Thus, we conclude that 146

the bias of accumulating derived alleles is caused by an increased substitution rate in the lowland P. 147

maackii. 148

Biased rates of substitution will not be observed, if gene flow completely homogenizes the divergence. 149
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Figure 3: The separation of lineage-specific rates due to genetic linkage to barrier loci. (A) The three-
population D-statistic on synonymous sites show that P. syfanius consistently shares a greater fraction of alleles
with any outgroup. (B) The rate ratio between the lowland and the highland lineages increases with linked
sequence divergence (FST on 50kb non-overlapping windows). (C) The conceptual model of how barrier loci
separate the lineage-specific substitution rates during hybridization. (D) Predicted rate ratio of spontaneous
mutations due to the difference of temperature between the lowland and the highland lineages. The per-generation
mutation rate µg is taken from Drosophila melanogaster (D.mel) and Heliconius melpomene (H.mel). Each dashed
vertical line represents a particular ∆∆Gi/c estimated from a pair of µg and ng. Each dashed horizontal line is
the maximum rate ratio observed for a particular type of sites.

The fact that a significant rate bias is present can only be the result of separating the spatial movement150

of parental lineages to different sides of the hybrid zone by gene flow barriers. In this conceptual model151

(Fig. 3C), it is predicted that the observed rate bias should monotonically increase with the effect152

of genetic barriers. Since we have established that many FST peaks are associated with barrier loci,153

the observed rate bias should also increase with local FST values in the genome. To quantitatively154

measure the bias of substitution rates, define rate ratio as the average substitution rate in the lowland155

species divided by the average substitution rate in the highland species. Therefore, a larger rate ratio156

is associated with higher bias. We estimated the rate ratio on synonymous sites, nonsynonymous sites,157

and introns between populations XY and KM, partitioned by the FST values on 50kb windows. We158

found that the monotonic relationship holds except for synonymous and nonsynonymous sites near159

extreme FST peaks (Fig. 3B), further confirming the proposed mechanism of rate preservation. All160

three types of sites show a maximum rate ratio within the range of 1.7 ∼ 1.8.161
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The effect of temperature and generation time 162

Multiple mechanisms could produce higher substitution rates in warmer conditions [22]. For most 163

animals, warmer climate prolongs the breeding season and accelerates body development, such that the 164

generation turn-over rate becomes faster. If the germline cell division number is a constant between two 165

generations, more DNA duplication errors will accumulate with more generations in a year, which is 166

known as the generation-time effect [4]. Temperature can also influence the spontaneous mutation rate 167

in ectothermal species [23]. The high fidelity of DNA duplication is mainly attributed to the kinetic 168

selection by DNA polymerases against mismatched base-pairings [24, 25]. Increasing temperature will 169

increase the likelihood of overcoming the energy barrier of forming a mismatch, thus increasing the 170

error rate in duplication. Finally, ecological selection might drive faster evolution in warm habitats, 171

but this effect is not expected to affect coding and non-coding sites in the same way. 172

To assess the relative contribution of temperature and generation time to the biased substitution 173

rate between P. maackii and P. syfanius, we gathered three lines of evidence: directly modeling the 174

rate of spontaneous mutation under different temperatures, the mutation spectrum of single nucleotide 175

variants, and the seasonal distribution of both butterflies. 176

Using museum specimens as the reference, we built the maximum entropy species range model 177

[26], and the range model was combined with local temperature data [27] to calculate the ratio of 178

spontaneous mutation rates due to temperature differences. Spontaneous mutation is modeled as a 179

pseudo-first-order catalytic reaction [25]. If ng is the number of germline cell divisions per generation, 180

then the per-generation mutation rate µg is 181

µg ≈ ng exp
(
−∆∆Gi/c

kBT

)
, (1)

where ∆∆Gi/c stands for the difference between the free energy barriers along the reaction paths leading 182

to an incorrect v.s. a correct base-pairing. kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the thermodynamic 183

temperature. As ng is unknown in butterflies, we calculated the rate ratio under different values of ng 184

(Fig. 3D), including ng = 36 for Drosophila melanogastor [28]. The result indicates that temperature 185

difference is sufficient to induce a rate ratio of at least 1.5 (ng = 1), or more than 1.6, if ng is the 186

same as Drosophila. This indicates that temperature-induced increase of spontaneous mutation rate 187

is sufficient, in theory, to explain most of the increase in the rate of molecular evolution. 188

To find genomic evidence that temperature might have increased the spontaneous mutation rate 189

between the two species, we argue that if only the generation-time effect causes the increase in substitu- 190

tion rates, the mutation spectrum will remain invariant, because mutation types should be independent 191

of the number of DNA duplication cycles. However, different mutation types might respond differently 192

to the change in temperature, for they undergo different chemical transformations. We mainly focused 193

on the strong C:G mutational bias in our system (enriched single nucleotide mutations in the direction 194

of C:G>*:*, see Fig. S22, Table S15-S20) [29, 30]. Using a kinetics argument, the C:G mutational bias 195

suggests that increasing temperature might accelerate mutations on A:T sites more profoundly, as their 196

mutational transition-states are less stable [31, 32, 33]. Thus, it is expected that the C:G mutational 197

bias in the highland P. syfanius should be lower than that in the lowland P. maackii. To test this pre- 198

diction, we selected single nucleotide mutations endemic to each population so that they are enriched 199

for recent mutations, and we calculated the fraction of G:C>*:* mutations conditioning on the GC 200

content. The maximum and the average temperatures from each population were used to calculate the 201

free energy difference ∆∆GAT/GC between A:T>*:* and G:C>*:* mutations. If the prediction holds, 202
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∆∆GAT/GC should be positive. Despite the coarse approach, we recovered positive ∆∆GAT/GC for203

synonymous sites, nonsynoymous sites, and introns (Table S14, Fig. S23), but the estimated value is204

only marginally significant.205

In terms of generation time, we used the temporal records from museum specimens and field obser-206

vations to estimate the seasonal distribution of both species (Fig. S24). Annually, there are two main207

peaks for both species. However, the first peak in the highland P. syfanius is much higher than the208

second, while they are more even in the lowland P. maackii. We suspect that while the generation time209

is similar in both species, lowland populations might have an additional third brood in warm years [34].210

The slight differences in generation time may account for the additional increase in substitution rates211

in the lowland species.212

III. DISCUSSION213

Hybridization between diverging lineages is often associated with varying levels of gene flow across214

the genome [35]. Functional loci under divergent selection, incompatibility genes, and structural rear-215

rangements can all lead to the reduction of gene flow in linked genomic regions [15, 36, 37]. Barrier216

loci are important in the early stage of speciation as they prevent the homogenization of the entire217

genome, and in some cases even promote further divergence [38, 39]. When many barrier loci exist, it218

is difficult to model their joint dynamics analytically, and this militate against using a small sample219

size to test the predictions of each model. Unlike most previous approaches [40], our entropy-based220

method is essentially descriptive, and investigates the aggregate effect of barrier loci on hybrid ancestry.221

It produces robust and conservative results even when the sample size is unsuitable for locus-specific222

analysis.223

The finding from the hybrid zone between P. syfanius and P. maackii indicates that barrier loci not224

only separate the genomic content in linked regions, but also allow for separation of substitution rates,225

a direct consequence of restricting the local gene genealogies to a specific genomic and environmental226

background. In fact, the D3 statistic was initially conceived to detect gene flow [20], and is prone to227

mis-identification when substitution rates are different between lineages. We demonstrated that D3 can228

thus be used to detect asymmetry in lineage-specific substitution rates, as long as gene flow could be rule229

out with additional information. To explain the large drop of observed rate ratio on nonsynonymous230

sites near extreme FST peaks, it is likely that these regions are enriched for derived mutations subject231

to strong selection, so that their substitution rates cannot be explained by temperature and generation232

time alone. Nonsynonymous sites also showed the least biased rate ratio in most FST partitions (except233

for 0.8 < FST < 0.9), which is consistent with the prediction under the nearly neutral theory [41],234

because lowland species tend to have larger effective population sizes, which in turn suppress the235

fixation of nearly neutral nonsynonymous mutations.236

Faster evolution in warmer climate has been observed in multiple systems [42, 43, 44]. Our result is237

consistent with a mechanism in which rising temperature directly accelerates the spontaneous mutation238

rates of these butterflies which lack intrinsic control of body temperature [45, 46, 23]. Although we239

cannot rule out other factors affecting mutation rates, we expect the intrinsic physiology to be similar240

between incipient species, as DNA replication is evolutionary conserved [47].241

Together, an empirical model of speciation-with-gene-flow is revealed, where the divergence of local242

genomic content and the divergence of local rate of evolution co-occur between incipient species.243
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IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS 244

The complex-valued bi-ancestry signal 245

The space of all ancestry sequences is high-dimensional, and directly calculating the entropy in this 246

space is not feasible with just a few samples. So we propose to measure only the pairwise correlation of 247

ancestries among sites, which captures only the second-order randomness, but is sufficient for practical 248

purposes. Consider a hybrid individual with two parental populations indexed by k = 1, 2. Assuming 249

a continuous genome, let pk(l) = 0, 1
2 , 1 be the diploid ancestry of locus l within genomic interval [0, L]. 250

By definition, we have p1(l) + p2(l) = 1, i.e. the total ancestry is conserved everywhere in the genome. 251

The bi-ancestry signal at locus l is defined as the following complex variable 252

z(l) =
√
p1(l) + i

√
p2(l) = ei arccos

√
p1(l), (2)

where i =
√
−1 is the imaginary number. An advantage of using a complex representation for the 253

bi-ancestry signal is that we can model different ancestries along the genome as different phases of a 254

complex unit phasor (eiθ), such that the power of the signal at any given locus is simply the sum of both 255

ancestries, which is conserved (|z(l)|2 = 1). It ensures that we do not bias the analysis to any particular 256

region or any particular individual when decomposing the signal into its spectral components. Note 257

that the representation works for all kinds of ploidy by choosing p1 = 0, 1/n, 2/n, · · · , 1 for unphased 258

n-ploid species, or p1 = 0, 1 for fully phased data, which are equivalent to haploid genomes. For a 259

comprehensive explanation we refer readers to Supplementary Material Section 1.3 . 260

Autocorrelation and hybrid index 261

The two-point autocorrelation function A(l1, l2) = z(l1)z(l2) measures the similarity between any 262

two points along the ancestry signals, so that the mean autocorrelation, a, of a single signal, is 263

a = 1
L2

∫∫
[0,L]2

A(l1, l2) dl1 dl2 =
∣∣∣∣ 1L
∫ L

0
z(l) dl

∣∣∣∣2 (3)

While hybrid index h = 1
L

∫ L
0 p1(l) dl is the average of the real-valued ancestry p1 along the genome, 264

averaging the complex ancestry gives us a measure of the overall similarity within a single individual. 265

The (a, h) plane is a direct transformation of the widely used triangular plot of heterozygosity and 266

hybrid index (Fig. S1). Our definition of ancestry-inbreeding coefficient is: conditioning on hybrid 267

index, the deviation of heterozygosity in ancestry (H) from the random union of ancestry in a single 268

chromosome. 269

F = 1− H

2h(1− h) (4)

It measures the balance between breeding within the hybrid population versus breeding with outside 270

migrants, and defines a family of isoclines in the (a, h) plane (see Eq. S15, S16). 271

Within-sample spectral entropy 272

The mean autocorrelation is scale-independent as it does not distinguish long-range correlation 273

from short-range correlation. To characterize the average autocorrelation at a given scale l, define the 274

following scale-dependent autocorrelation function B(l) = 1
L

∫ L
0 z(ξ)z(ξ + l) dξ, where z(l) is understood 275

as a periodic function such that z(ξ + l) = z(ξ + l − L) whenever the position goes outside of [0, L]. 276
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The Wiener-Khinchin theorem guarantees that z(l)’s power spectrum ζ(f), which is discrete, and the277

autocorrelation function B(l) form a Fourier-transform pair. It means that the power spectrum has278

exactly the same information as the autocorrelation function B(l). Due to the uncertainty principle279

of Fourier transform, B(l) that vanishes quickly at short distances (small-scale autocorrelation) will280

produce a wide ζ(f), and vice versa. So the entropy of ζ(f), which measures the spread of the total281

ancestry into each spectral component, also measures the scale of autocorrelation. In practice, ζ(f) is282

the square-modulus of the Fourier series coefficients of z(l), and we fold the spectrum around f = 0283

before calculating the within-sample entropy Sw. The formula used in the manuscript is284

Sw = −
+∞∑
n=0

ζn ln ζn

ζn =
{
|Zn|2 + |Z−n|2 (n > 0)
|Z0|2 (n = 0)

(5)

where Zn are the Fourier coefficients from the expansion z(l) =
∑+∞
n=−∞ Zne

i2πnl/L.285

Between-sample spectral entropy286

As ancestry configuration is far from random around barrier loci, it will also influence the correlation287

of ancestry between different individuals at the same locus. For a genomic region with dense barriers,288

two individuals could either be very similar in ancestry, or very different. This effect can be quantified289

by first calculating the cross-correlation Cj,j′(l) = zj(l)zj′(l) at position l between samples j and j′, and290

then averaging across the genome: cj,j′ = 1
L

∫ L
0 Cj,j′(l) dl. The J×J dimensional matrix C with entries291

cj,j′ describes the pairwise cross-correlation within the cohort of J samples. We also have cj,j ≡ 1 as292

each sample is perfectly correlated with itself. The matrix C is Hermitian, so it has a real spectral293

decomposition with eigenvalues λj that satisfy
∑
j λj/J = 1. This process is very similar to performing294

a principal component analysis on the entire cohort of samples, and λj/J describes the fraction of the295

total ancestry that is projected onto the principal component j. If many loci co-vary in ancestry, the296

spectrum {λj} will be concentrated near the first few components. Similarly, we use entropy to measure297

the spread of the spectrum, and hence the between-sample spectral entropy is defined as298

Sb = −
∑
j

λj
J

ln λj
J

(6)

Testing for asymmetric allele sharing299

Given a species tree {{P1,P2},O}, where P1 and P2 are sister species and O is the outgroup, if300

mutation rate is constant and no gene flow with O, then on average the number of derived alleles301

within P1 should equal the number of derived alleles within P2. Let S be a collection of sites, fs be302

the frequency of a particular site pattern at site s ∈ S. “ABB” be the pattern where only P2 and O303

share the same allele, and “BAB” be the pattern where only P1 and O share the same allele, then the304

three-species D3 statistic [20] is305

DP1,P2,O =
∑
s∈S(fs,ABB − fs,BAB)∑
s∈S(fs,ABB + fs,BAB) (7)

A significant deviation of DP1,P2,O from 0 indicates that a process is breaking the symmetry in the306

system, where it could either be gene exchange with O or asymmetric mutation rate between P1 and307
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P2. To rule out the possibility of gene flow, we need the four-species D4 statistic which considers the 308

species tree {{{P1,P2},O1},O2} and site patterns ABBA versus BABA [21]: 309

DP1,P2,O1,O2 =
∑
s∈S(fs,ABBA − fs,BABA)∑
s∈S(fs,ABBA + fs,BABA) (8)

As allele “B” is shared between an outgroup and a member of {P1,P2}, we can eliminate the influence 310

of mutation rate, assuming no double-mutation. A significant deviation of DP1,P2,O1,O2 from 0 indicates 311

gene flow between the outgroups and {P1,P2}. The significance of both tests is computed using the 312

block-jackknife with 1Mb blocks across the genome. Additionally, we estimated the rate ratio as follows. 313

First we restrict to sites where all outgroups are fixed for the same allele, then rate ratio is computed 314

as the ratio between the probability of observing a derived allele exclusive to P1, and the probability 315

of observing a derived allele exclusive to P2. Let I(·) be the identity function, and fs be the frequency 316

of the derived allele, then: 317

Rate ratio =
∑
s∈S fs,P1(1− fs,P2)Πi∈outgroupsI(fs,i = 0)∑
s∈S(1− fs,P1)fs,P2Πi∈outgroupsI(fs,i = 0) (9)

Museum specimens and climate data 318

Museum specimens with verifiable locality data of both P. syfanius and P. maackii were gathered 319

from The University Museum (The University of Tokyo), Global Biodiversity Information Facility (see 320

Supplementary Information Section 2), and individual collectors. Records of P. maackii from Japan, 321

Korea and NE China were excluded from the analysis, so that most P. maackii individuals correspond 322

to ssp. shimogorii, the subspecies that hybridizes with P. syfanius. Spatial principal component 323

analysis was performed on elevation, maximum temperature of warmest month, minimum temperature 324

of coldest month, and annual precipitation, all with 30s resolution from WorldClim-2 [27]. The first 325

two PCAs, combined with tree covers [48], were used in MaxEnt-3.4.1 to produce species distribution 326

models that use known localities to predict the occurrence probabilities across the entire landscape [26]. 327

Outputs were trimmed near known boundaries of both species. Finally, the species distribution model 328

was used as an integration kernel to calculate the geographic average of the maximum/minimum/mean 329

temperatures for P. maackii and P. syfanius with climate data of 30s resolution from WorldClim-2 330

[27]. 331

The reaction kinetics of spontaneous mutations 332

We assume that DNA duplication errors dominate the mutation process. Let µg be the per- 333

generation mutation rate, and µd be the per-cell-division mutation rate, and ng is the average number 334

of germline cell divisions per generation. As µd � 1, we can assume that no double-mutation occurs 335

during a single generation, so µg ≈ ngµd. For a single cycle of germline cell division, let ∆Gi (or 336

∆Gc) be the sum of all free-energy barriers along the reaction path of duplicating a single site with 337

an incorrect (or correct) pairing. µd is simply the conditional probability that a DNA duplication has 338

occurred but the product is incorrect. Assuming the reaction is first-order in the concentration of DNA 339

molecules, we have 340

µd =
exp

(
−∆Gi
kBT

)
exp

(
−∆Gi
kBT

)
+ exp

(
−∆Gc
kBT

) ≈ exp
(
−∆∆Gi/c

kBT

)
, (10)
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where ∆∆Gi/c = ∆Gi −∆Gc > 0 stands for the difference between energy barriers. So we have341

µg ≈ ng exp
(
−∆∆Gi/c

kBT

)
(11)

With the current estimate of per-generation mutation rate µg = 3× 10−9/(site · generation) [49], and342

assuming T to be the room temperature 298.15K, we can calculate ∆∆Gi/c under different values of343

ng. In fact, ∆∆Gi/c depends weakly on the temperature under consideration (273.15K to 313.15K),344

but strongly on ng, so the exact temperature used in calculating ∆∆Gi/c is not important.345

For the C:G mutational bias, let ∆∆GAT/CG be the difference between the energy barriers associated346

with A:T>*:* mutations and C:G>*:* mutations. The fraction of A:T>*:* mutations, conditioning on347

a 50% GC-content, is348

fAT =
[
1 + exp

(
∆∆GAT/CG

kBT

)]−1

, (12)

which is equivalent to349

ln
(
f−1

AT − 1
)

= (kBT )−1∆∆GAT/CG. (13)

With multiple pairs of fAT and T , we can perform linear regression to estimate ∆∆GAT/CG.350

Sampling, re-sequencing, and mitochondrial phylogeny351

Eleven males of P. syfanius and P. maackii, with one male of P. arcturus and one male of P.352

dialis were collected from the field between July and August in 2018, and were stored in RNAlater353

at -20C prior to DNA extraction. E.Z.N.A Tissue DNA kit was used to extract genomic DNA, and354

KAPA DNA HyperPlus 1/4 was used for library preparation, with an insert size of 350bp and 2355

PCR cycles. The library is sequenced on a Illumina NovaSeq machine with paired-end reads of 150bp.356

Adaptors were trimmed using Cutadapt-1.8.1, and subsequently the reads were mapped to the reference357

genome of P. bianor with BWA-0.7.15, then deduplicated and sorted via PicardTools-2.9.0. The realized358

coverage of 13 samples in repetitve and non-repetitive regions is summarized in Fig. S5, and the average359

coverage varies between 20× to 30×. Variants were called twice using BCFtools-1.9—one includes all360

samples, which was used in analyses involving outgroups, and the other one excludes P. arcturus and361

P. dialis, which was used in all other analyses. The following thresholds were used to filter variants:362

10N <DP< 50N , where N is the sample size; QUAL> 30; MQ> 40; MQ0F< 0.2. As a comparison, we363

also called variants with GATK4 and followed its best practises, and 93% of post-filtered SNPs called364

by GATK4 overlapped with those called by BCFtools. We used SNPs called by BCFtools throughout365

the analysis. Mitochondrial genomes were assembled from trimmed reads with NOVOPlasty-4.3.1 [50],366

using a published mitochondrial ND5 gene sequence of P. maackii as a bait (NCBI accession number:367

AB239823.1). The neighbor-joining mitochondrial phylogeny was built with Geneious Prime-2021.2.2368

(genetic distance model: Tamura-Nei), and we used 104 replicates for bootstrapping.369

Data availability370

Relevant code is available at https://github.com/tzxiong/2021_Maackii_Syfanius_HybridZone.371
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